Solo Classes
One selection only per class unless otherwise stated.

20TH CENTURY REPERTOIRE
Selection in the pop, folk, blues or jazz idioms.
CLASS #: GH1850   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 10 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

21ST CENTURY POPULAR SONG
Popular song published in 2000 or later.
CLASS #: GH1851   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 10 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

RENAISSANCE & BAROQUE COMPOSERS
CLASS #: GH1852   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

ROMANTIC & CLASSICAL COMPOSERS
CLASS #: GH1853   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

20TH & 21ST CENTURY COMPOSERS
CLASS #: GH1854   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

Ensembles
Up to three selections, own choice, with or without accompaniment.

DUETS OR TRIOS
CLASS #: GH1856   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 20 minutes  Entry fee: $60.00

QUARTETS OR QUINTETS
CLASS #: GH1857   19 - 28 Years  Time limit 20 minutes  Entry fee: $70.00
SIX OR MORE PLAYERS
CLASS #: GH1858  19 - 28 Years  Time limit 20 minutes  Entry fee: $80.00

Adult Non-Competitive Solo Classes
No age restrictions. One selection only per class unless otherwise stated.

20th CENTURY REPERTOIRE
Selection in the pop, folk, blues or jazz idioms.
CLASS #: GH1860  Time limit 10 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00

21ST CENTURY POPULAR SONG
Popular song published in 2000 or later.
CLASS #: GH1861  Time limit 10 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00

RENAISSANCE & BAROQUE COMPOSERS
CLASS #: GH1862  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

ROMANTIC & CLASSICAL COMPOSERS
CLASS #: GH1863  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

20TH & 21ST CENTURY COMPOSERS
CLASS #: GH1864  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $50.00

Non Competitive Ensembles
No age restrictions. Up to three selections, own choice, with or without accompaniment.

DUETS OR TRIOS
CLASS #: GH1866  Time limit 20 minutes  Entry fee: $60.00

QUARTETS OR QUINTETS
CLASS #: GH1867  Time limit 20 minutes  Entry fee: $70.00

SIX TO EIGHT PLAYERS
CLASS #: GH1868  Time limit 20 minutes  Entry fee: $80.00